
rime Minister Junichiro Koizumi visited the Republic of Korea
March 21-23, as the two nations prepare to co-host this year’s
World Cup soccer championship beginning when France and
Senegal square off on May 31 in Seoul. The Prime Minister and
President Kim Dae-jung exchanged national team shirts as it

was announced that Mr. Koizumi will return to South Korea to attend the
opening ceremony of the first Asian World Cup. The final will be held in
Japan. The co-hosting comes as new polls show that a majority of
citizens of both neighboring nations believes bilateral ties between Japan
and South Korea are at historical highs. During the visit, the two leaders
also discussed a broad range of issues including the situation on the
peninsula and relations with North Korea, international developments
and trade. The Prime Minister promised to forge “forward-looking ties”
with the Republic, and said, “The World Cup offers a good opportunity
for the two countries to deepen friendship and cooperative relations in
various fields,” long after the games come to a close. Prime Minister
Koizumi expressed his support for the “Sunshine Policy” being pursued
by President Kim toward North Korea, and the two leaders agreed to
continue their efforts for the sake of peace and stability in the Korean
Peninsula in closer cooperation among Japan, Korea and the United
States. The two leaders also welcomed the signing of the Japan-Republic
of Korea Investment Agreement and agreed to establish a study group
composed of representatives from industry, government and academia to
consider the establishment of a free trade agreement between the two
countries. Japan is South Korea’s second-largest investor after the U.S.,
with $11.2 billion invested between 1962 and 2001, and South Korea’s
investment in Japan has amounted to $730 million for the same period.
Total two-way trade reached $43.1 billion in 2001. The two also tested a
new $50 million high-speed video link that will handle the bulk of video
and data traffic between the two nations during the May 31-June 30
global soccer spectacular. 
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Prime Minister Koizumi and President Kim Dae-jung in Seoul.
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n March 18, Minister for Foreign Affairs Yoriko
Kawaguchi made a foreign policy speech at the
Japan Press Club in which she promised a
“strong,” “caring,” “straightforward” proactive
and action-oriented foreign policy. She noted

that “the overall environment surrounding Japan’s
foreign policy is a favorable one,” based on the solid
bonds with the U.S. and the Japan-U.S. security
alliance, which were reaffirmed by President Bush’s
Feb. 17-19 visit to Tokyo and his relationship with
Prime Minister Koizumi. On a broader scale, she said,
while Japan remains concerned about security and
humanitarian issues regarding North Korea, ties with
South Korea will be strengthened by the co-hosting of
the World Cup soccer championship. Bilateral links
with China remain strong, as the two nations mark the
30th anniversary of normalization of relations, the
Prime Minister’s visit to Southeast Asia in January has
reaffirmed strong ties there and close, cooperative
relations continue with Russia, Europe and other
regions, she said.

Still, grave challenges to peace and stability
face the international community amid terrorism,
worsening regional conflicts such as the Mideast, and
the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.
Extreme poverty, refugee problems, environmental
destruction, and the spread of infectious diseases must
be addressed. Sept. 11 was a turning point for the
world, the Minister said, and while the international
community has remained united in the fight against
terrorism, it will be a long one. Japan is doing its part
through the passage of the Anti-Terrorism Special
Measures Law to support the global coalition and
providing aid for Afghan nation building and affected
nations and for landmine removal in the region. She
also said that she would like to visit Afghanistan in late April.

FOREIGN MINISTER SEES
A “PROACTIVE” POLICY

O

WORLD CUP SECURITY
CHALLENGES LOOM LARGE

Officials from each of the 32 countries
represented in the 2002 World Cup finals held a
two-day workshop in Tokyo in late February, to
discuss the games’ organization and the security
measures that will be required in light of the
recent terrorist attacks. The Japan World Cup
Organizing Committee (JAWOC) has boosted its
security budget by 25 percent to $18.5 million,
promising airport-style security checks with 700
stewards at each of the 10 Japanese stadiums
that will be hosting matches. Japanese police are
promising a zero-tolerance policy toward
troublemakers as disrupted the World Cup finals
in France in 1998. Experienced French
Commandos visited Seoul March 11 to share
their anti-terrorism knowledge with South Korean
authorities. About 800 known hooligans will be
banned from leaving Britain during the World
Cup, and Britain, a prime source of riotous fans,
will also send 700 police to Japan to work with
their local counterparts at England’s matches.

JOINT HISTORY STUDY
During a visit by South Korean Foreign Minister
Choi Sung-hong to Tokyo March 8-9 for talks with
Foreign Minister Kawaguchi, the two agreed to
establish a joint history study to begin this month,
in an effort to settle disagreements on how to
interpret Japan’s role in Asia up to and during
World War II. The Korean Minister called the
agreement “gratifying” and another sign of
improving relations between the two nations, who
will be co-hosting the World Cup this year.

Minister Kawaguchi reiterated Japan’s
commitment to international development. The nation
was the largest provider of foreign aid for much of the
last decade. Efforts will include active participation in
international efforts, such as the International
Conference on Financing for Development, the G-8
Kananaskis Summit, and the World Summit on
Sustainable Development (WSSD). By exercising
responsibility and sharing knowledge and experience,
she said, it is possible for the benefits of economic
growth, social stability and environmental conservation
to be enjoyed on a global scale. Global warming is an
important issue from the perspective of coexistence of
the environment and development, the Minister noted,
and Japan will continue to seek a constructive response
from the U.S., while endeavoring to formulate
international rules with the participation of developing
nations. 

Finally, the Minister said Africa will continue to
be a major focus of Japanese foreign policy, as issues
such as regional conflicts, refugees, poverty, infectious
diseases and environmental problems tend to be
concentrated on that continent. Japan has led the
international community on development issues
regarding Africa in recent years. She said she hopes to
visit Africa in the near future, and exchange opinions
with government officials from respective countries,
Japan Overseas Volunteers and non-governmental
representatives.

The central theme of the speech was that a
“strong” foreign policy would be proactive, a “caring”
approach would address the weak and impoverished
while understanding cultures and traditions, and a
“straightforward” one would be easy for the Japanese
people to understand and fully support.
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addition to this assistance, approximately $2 million
in emergency aid has been provided to Tajikistan.
5.) In enhancing international legal frameworks for
the prevention and eradication of terrorism, the
Government has concluded the International
Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings
and the International Convention for the Suppression
of the Financing of Terrorism. Japan has also taken
measures to freeze assets of the Taliban and Osama
bin Laden and persons and groups related to them
and terrorism. Enhancement of legal framework is
progressing in order to implement the International
Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of
Terrorism and Resolution 1373 of the United Nations
Security Council.
6.) On Dec. 22, in addition to recognizing the Interim
Authority in Afghanistan as the government of that
country, Japan announced that it would make a
contribution of $1 million to the UN Afghanistan
Interim Authority Fund established within the UNDP. 
Measures are being promoted for both peace and
reconstruction in Afghanistan, which are necessary
for stability in the country. The International
Conference on Reconstruction Assistance to
Afghanistan was held on Jan. 21-22 in Tokyo where
Japan pledged up to $500 million in aid over the next
2.5 years (maximum $250 million for the first year.

s the world marked the six-month anniversary
March 11 of the terrorist attacks on the
United States last September, the
Government of Japan remained strongly
supportive of the international coalition

against terrorism. As of February 2002 it had taken
these measures:
1.) Diplomatic efforts have been stepped up to
strengthen international solidarity towards the
prevention and eradication of terrorism, through such
means as the dispatch of special envoys, and official
letters from the Prime Minister, as well as bilateral,
multilateral meetings and telephone talks.
2.) Based on the Anti-Terrorism Special Measures
Law, which was passed by the Diet on Oct. 29, Self-
Defense Force (SDF) vessels are providing supplies
of fuel to U.S. and U.K. ships, and SDF aircraft are
implementing transportation support as cooperation
and support activities.
3.) Japan has provided relief supplies for Afghan
refugees including 1,840 tents (for 18,400) and
18,000 blankets to the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in Pakistan on
three occasions. SDF transported the first supplies by
air (Oct. 9) and the third by sea (Dec. 12) to Pakistan.
To support assistance activities for Afghan refugees
and displaced persons by U.N. agencies and other
international organizations, Japan has contributed a
total of approximately $102.21 million to date
($59.5 million of this was approved Jan. 18). The
implementation of support for the Japanese non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) of the Japan
Platform, which participate in Afghan refugee
assistance activities, is also being undertaken
4.) On Sept. 21, the Government decided to take
emergency measures to assist Pakistan, which
included bilateral assistance worth approximately
$40 million. In addition, on Nov. 16, Japan
announced that it would provide $300 million in
grant aid to Pakistan, which includes the above-
mentioned $40 million, over the next two years to
assist Pakistani government’s efforts in such fields as
education and health to reduce poverty. On Oct. 26,
Japan also decided to discontinue measures taken in
May 1998 in response to the nuclear tests conducted
by India and Pakistan in view of both of their
achievements in the area of non-proliferation.
Assistance of approximately $8 million to each of
Uzbekistan and Tajikistan has also been made. In

STRONG ANTI-TERROR
EFFORTS CONTINUE

A

SUPPORT FOR MIDEAST
PEACE

The Government of Japan has welcomed the
statement by President Bush to dispatch
Secretary of State Colin Powell to the Middle
East to address the increasing turmoil in the
region. In a statement it said: ”Japan welcomes
that President Bush, who plays an important role
in the Middle East peace process, has called
upon Israel and the Palestinians to reach an
immediate ceasefire and that the U.S. will
dispatch Secretary of State Colin Powell to the
region to work with both parties to implement
United Nations Security Council Resolution
1402, as it clearly demonstrated to both parties,
the countries concerned and the international
community that the U.S. would positively engage
in the peace process. Japan strongly urges both
parties, without missing this opportunity, to sever
the vicious circle of violence and to resume
negotiations, through a ceasefire agreement and
withdrawal of the Israeli Defense Forces from
the Palestinian controlled areas as soon as
possible. For that purpose, Japan is willing to
provide support and assistance as much as
possible for the Israelis, the Palestinians and the
countries concerned.” 
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SCIENCE WATCH 

ICKETLESS TRAIN STATIONS
Workers and students in Japan rely on train
passes to commute to the office or school.
Commuters can buy a train pass valid for one,
three, or six months, and the period of time and

the stations used are recorded on the pass magnetically.
When entering and exiting a station on that route, the
user inserts the pass into an automatic ticket gate. Up
to now, a train pass could only be used at the stations
along the specified route, but a new kind of pass that
includes an IC chip can be used at other stations as
well, functioning as a kind of electronic money. It is
believed that this new technology may lead to
ticketless, cashless stations in the future. The first of
this type of rail pass, called Suica (Super Urban
Intelligent Card), was introduced in the Tokyo area by
East Japan Railway Co. (JR East) on Nov. 2001. Suica
is pronounced the same as the Japanese word suika,
which means “watermelon.”

Like a normal train pass, Suica contains
information on the user’s route and the period of
validity. Unlike a normal pass, though, it also allows
the user to buy and store up to $160 dollars of credit,
which can be used to travel to train stations outside of
the registered route. When leaving a station, the user
simply touches the card to a reader on top of the
automatic ticket gate. If the station is within the area
covered by the train pass, the gate simply opens. If the
station is outside the area covered by the pass, the
extra charge is calculated and deducted from the card.
Suica uses integrated circuit technology to calculate
and store information. Machines are available in
stations that will provide the user with a printout of the
charges that have been made on the card.

While commuters may find the new train pass
convenient, Suica offers a number of benefits to railway
companies as well. Up to now, magnetic train passes
and tickets have been inserted into automatic ticket
gates and have been mechanically propelled through
the gates, popping out at the other end. The parts that
come into contact with tickets and passes experience a
great deal of wear, and maintenance costs are high. The
introduction of Suica is making stations more efficient
by shrinking maintenance costs and allowing JR East
to reduce the number of fare-adjustment machines.

In addition to the combination of a commuter
pass and a prepaid card, a prepaid-only IC card, called
a Suica IO card, can be purchased. Because IC cards
can store more information than magnetic ones, prepaid
cards have become more secure and can hold much
greater amount of credit.

T

*  DIGITAL LIBRARIES COME ALIVE
The phrase “studying the literary classics” tends to
evoke images of scholars poring over musty texts.
These days, however, a growing number of literary
scholars are finding computers an invaluable aid to
determining word frequencies, comparing different
literary works, and finding instances of the similar
phrase in different works. The availability of literary
works in digital form is revolutionizing the study of
literary classics and is even leading to discoveries that
are overturning established literary theories.

When the subject of Japanese literary classics
comes up, one of the first works that comes to mind is
the Man’yoshu, the earliest Japanese poetry collection
in existence. This collection consists of some 4,516
tanka (short poems) and other poems, written over a
period of about 350 years until the middle of the 8th
century. The amount of energy required to not only to
read but study and compare these works has always
been beyond the imaginings of most people. But now
computers are dramatically boosting the efficiency of
the research process.

The first step in using computers as a research
tool in the study of literature is creating an electronic
archive — a database of literary classics. This archive
allows researchers to perform a variety of tasks more
efficiently (the more skilled the researcher, the greater
the variety of tasks and efficiency). Though digital
tools for the study of Japanese classic literature are
still in their infancy, several success stories have
emerged. One of these involved the discovery that the
Tametada-shu, a collection of poems believed to date
from the Heian period (794-1185), was actually
compiled about 400 years later, during the Muromachi
period (1333-1568). This discovery was made by three
young scholars specializing in information science, the
Japanese language and literature. They created a
computer program designed to compare 269 poems
with over 100,000 other poems from 155 collections,
and determined that the Tametada-shu actually dates
from the Muromachi period. This and other similar
examples show that these new tools will spur a review
of the entire body of literary knowledge, not just in
Japan but in the rest of the world as well.

REFERENCES: The National Institute of
Japanese Literature http://www.nijl.ac.jp/e/ 
Genji Monogatari WWW Homepage
http://www.nijl.ac.jp/personal/ito/ 
Japan Classic Literature Research Institute
http://www.genji.co.jp/engindex.htm 
Prof. Eiichi Shibuya’s Homepage
http://www.takachiho.ac.jp/~eshibuya/ 
Japanese Text Initiative
http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/japanese/index.html 
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BY 
CARMEN STERBA

alf of my life has been spent living in Japan,
and most of that time I was looking for a
creative outlet that would mesh with living
there. Five years ago I began to study and
write haiku seriously in English, and ever

since then a whole string of positive experiences has
occurred. Most of these experiences are connected to
the ever-growing number of active haiku poets writing
in English and other languages outside of Japan.

The first time I arrived in Japan was when I
was only 18 years old. I came with the musical cast of
“Up With People” and stayed with host families in
Sapporo, Tokyo, and Odawara while giving concerts
around the country. At the end of the month’s tour, I
was so fascinated with traditional Japanese culture
that I was determined to return to Japan once I
became a junior in college, and I did.

At the age of 21, I was in a year-abroad
program at the International Division of Waseda
University in Tokyo. My major was Asian studies. It
was the era of the student demonstrations, and I was
often studying Japanese literature or history in the
library on campus while radical students ran around
the building shouting protests against America. At the
end of the year, I chose to stay in Japan, so I
transferred to Sophia University and graduated the
next year in 1970.

I first wrote a haiku when I was a college
student and studied the English versions of Basho,
Buson, Onitsura, Issa, Shiki, and others. I was
immediately drawn to Issa and Onitsura because of
their sensitivity towards small creatures. My first
memories are of playing alone outside in the park-
sized garden and the beach of our lakefront property
near Tacoma, Washington. There was a view of Mt.
Rainier and tall Douglas fir trees. Ducks would
waddle up from the lake, squirrels would scoot down
the trees, and there were all kinds of flowers,
vegetables, and the insects that accompany them. I
was always happiest outside. It was no wonder that
poetry that is connected with the changes in nature
appeals to me in either Eastern or Western culture.
Poets in Europe, Mexico, and South America began
writing haiku in the early 1900s. By the 1950s in
Japan, R.H. Blyth, a British man who was the tutor of
the emperor, wrote extensive translations and
commentaries on the Japanese haiku masters. Blyth’s
books inspired the American beat poets to write

H
haiku. Like so many haiku poets, I read Blythe and
many recent books before I started writing haiku
seriously. I also have a German friend who was
getting her haiku published, so I followed in her
footsteps and started sending in my haiku to the
English versions of the Asahi Shimbun and Mainichi
Shimbun. At the same time in the creative writing
classes that I teach in several colleges, I introduced
haiku to my Japanese students and then sent some of
their work to the Asahi.

The next step for me was to break out of my
isolation in Japan by meeting haiku poets from other
countries. In the summer of 2000, along with people
from about 18 countries I took part in the World
Haiku Festival 2000 in London and Oxford. Many
participants were presidents of a haiku society in
their country or editors of haiku journals. After the
conference I joined several haiku mailing lists on the
Internet in order to be in close touch with active
haiku poets from around the world. 

In 2001 I had the opportunity to help start up
a new haiku e-journal called haijinx with an
international editorial team. The focus of haijinx is
haiku with light humor (http://www.haijinx.com/).
That summer I attended the biannual Haiku North
America conference in Boston and joined the Haiku
Society of America, which was founded in 1968.

I enjoy taking part in a haiku group in Tokyo’s
Meguro Ward with Japanese who like to write haiku
in English. Also, I have been able to start a
translation project with the help of Japanese haiku
friends from this group. In the future I hope that there
will be a greater awareness in Japan that haiku is
blooming in other cultures the world around. Even
though many Japanese do not consider haiku written
in other languages to be genuine, it just makes it a
greater challenge for me to keep on studying and
composing, because it means so much to me. In the
future, I hope to settle in the United States again and
be active with other haiku poets there while keeping
in touch with those who are precious to me in Japan.

* Carmen Sterba is an award-winning haiku
poet who was born in Seattle, Washington in
1946. She has three sons and is teaching at
three colleges in Japan. She savors the quiet of
Kamakura, but is known to venture out to
Tokyo on the weekends. 

HAIKU: A Japanese verse form of three
unrhymed lines of 5, 7 and 5 syllables  (total of
17 syllables.) Webster’s New World Dictionary
World Haiku Club New Year’s Kukai 2002,
third prize: a gasp goes up

among the waiting crowd
first sunrise 

•
clear winter sky
Mount Fuji whizzes by
the train window 
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OLUNTEERISM ON THE RISE
More and more young Japanese are turning to
part-time jobs with a “volunteer” flavor. Rather
than a simple paycheck, these workers are
looking for new, more meaningful experiences,

or the chance to contribute to society. With its
emphasis on these non-monetary benefits, this is not
ordinary part-time work; but it is paid, so the term
“volunteer” is not applicable, either. A new word has
been coined to describe this kind of labor: volunbeit, a
combination of “volunteer” and “Arbeit,” the German
word for “work” that has been imported into Japanese
to describe part-time or irregular labor. The volunbeit
boom is beginning to spread, as workplaces take notice
of this new breed of worker and older generations also
get into the act.

One “volunbeiter” is a college graduate in his
mid-twenties who provides nursing care for a
homebound quadriplegic in Setagaya, Tokyo. The care
recipient enjoys the services of a home-care specialist
and other volunteers, but even with this help there are
some times of day left unfilled. To ensure 24-hour care,
he hired this volunbeiter, who explains: “Japan’s
society is aging rapidly, and everyone stands the
chance of needing care at some point. I had been
interested in offering nursing care before, so this was
the perfect opportunity.”

Two other volunbeiters are working on the
weekends, helping with chores on a farm in Saitama
Prefecture run by a couple in their seventies. A male
college student and female office worker, they
answered the call when the couple’s son, a company
employee, advertised for people to help his elderly
parents. The two are pleased with their positions:
“These certainly aren’t high-paying jobs, but they do
offer experiences we could never get elsewhere.”

All these volunbeiters found their jobs through
Internet listings maintained by Sanka Network, a Tokyo
networking firm. The company has for the past two
years hosted job listings and ads from job seekers on its
site. Pay levels for the jobs must clear the legal
minimum wage, and on average the pay is less than
what a part-time worker could expect in a regular
position. But according to a company spokesperson,
“there are more and more young people looking for
work in nursing care, agriculture, and the nonprofit
sector. And a growing number of companies are looking
for this kind of worker.” The firm now has about 3,000
prospective volunbeiters on its books.

TRENDS IN JAPAN

V
Established outlets of job information are

responding to this heightened interest among younger
workers. In March 2000 a major job-listings magazine
began carrying a regular feature on volunteer work.
Another publication has set up a section on work “for
society and for people.”

And the interest is not limited to the younger
generation. One non-profit, Tokyo-based Lifestyle,
Welfare, and Environment 21’s “mature volunbeiter”
scheme has already attracted more than 10 older
people ready to contribute. As a representative notes,
“by supporting the efforts of these mature individuals,
who have retired and are free to pursue new activities,
we can tap into a powerful societal resource.” 

Why have so many people started looking for
this volunteer-style work? In a change in the popular
consciousness, many people now look for jobs not that
merely pay well, but that are rewarding in other ways
and offer interesting experiences or the chance to give
to society. This doesn’t mean that the volunteer boom
resembles movements in other nations: In the U.S., for
example, volunteer activities are seen essentially as
those performed outside of one’s regular job for no
money. In its Japanese sense, the broader definition of
volunteer refers often to paid work in nursing or health
care or other “volunteerism” fields.

The general perception of this trend is that it
began to take root during the 1990s, a decade during
which educational reforms placed more emphasis on
Japanese students developing their individuality. It was
also a decade of spotty performance for the economy,
and getting a job no longer meant a guarantee of a
stable future. With this in mind, some say, many young
people decided to pursue something they truly believed
in, and the volunbeit boom was born.

The system of lifetime employment that was
once the pride of Japan is showing cracks. In this
increasingly uncertain job environment, it cannot be
said for sure that volunbeiters will grow in number to
rival the “freeters,” the vast pool of mobile youth who
jump from job to job. But the trend has definitely taken
hold as one to watch on Japan’s labor scene today.

BABY PRINCESS FED WITH
CHOPSTICKS

On March 29, Japan’s new infant princess was
fed with chopsticks for the first time, in a
traditional ceremony for newborns. The chief
lady-in-waiting to Princess Aiko dipped the
dogwood chopsticks into a red-bean porridge
and fed her. The nearly four-month old Aiko’s
mother, Crown Princess Masako held her during
the ceremony at Togu Palace, where the family
resides, as Crown Prince Naruhito looked on.
The special feeding is usually held for babies in
Japan about 120 days after they are born. Aiko
is Naruhito and Masako’s first child, and the
third granddaughter of Emperor Akihito and
Empress Michiko.
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nown for their mix of unyielding loyalty,
poetic sensibilities, and fearlessness in the
service of honor, the samurai ruled Japan for
nearly 700 years. So fascinated have
Americans been by this unique warrior class

that the word “samurai” has entered the lexicon. And
while Americans may mispronounce the word as
“sam-you-rye,” there is a generalized respect in this
country for men who are seen as having developed
fierce skills honed to perfection.

We imagine samurai as men with swords, but
the earliest true samurai, in the 10th century, started
out as highly skilled mounted archers. Samurai
referred to what they did as “the Way of the Bow and
Arrow” or “the Way of the Horse and Bow,”
according to Stephen Turnbull in The Book of the
Samurai; The Warrior Class of Japan. It says bowmen
were more feared at that time than swordsmen. He
describes a night when Tachibana Norimitsu was
attacked by thieves after leaving the palace.
Tachibana, armed only with a sword, beat off the
robbers. Tachibana commented later that he was glad
the men had only swords, not bows, which would
have tilted the fight in a wholly different direction.
Even duels in that period were fought with bows, and
on horseback. Adversaries would gallop toward one
another releasing their arrows — deadly sport
between experts.

No situation called forth the need to satisfy
samurai honor more than the death of a father at
another’s hand. Turnbull quotes from the Konjaku
Monogatari, a compilation from the 9th century: “To
achieve vengeance on the murder of one’s father,
even though the murderer may himself be a fine
samurai, is something precious and of which the gods
approve.”

Loyalty to one’s father was logically expanded
under the earliest samurai code to embrace the
members of one’s clan since samurai lived as family-
like working units. Honor for one was honor for the
clan. Disgrace for one was equally, disgrace for the
clan and avoided at all cost. These earliest samurai,
however, did not perform ritual suicide to protect
their honor. That would come later.

Samurai came into being largely through the
desire by opposing forces to control Japan’s arable
land. To understand why powerful men needed
trained military to do battle over farmland, ii is
enough to know that some four-fifths of Japan is

SAMURAI WARRIOR
CLASS EMERGES

K
mountainous. The one-fifth suitable for agriculture is
concentrated mainly in three large alluvial plains on
the primary island of Honshu, the island that is home
— not by chance — to what are now Tokyo, ancient
Nara, Kyoto, and Osaka. The plains near these great
cities fed Japan mainly through efficient, labor-
intensive approaches to rice farming. In the late 18
century, for example, Japan was so good at rice
farming that almost 30 million people were able to
survive at a time when food importation was
forbidden, while England had a population of only
7.5 million-and the English needed a portion of their
food shipped in from other countries.

The ancestors of the samurai protected the
ruling class from various competing tribes in the
earliest Japanese state, known as Yamato, sometime
around the beginning of the Christian era. Evidence
of these warriors exists in the haniwa — pottery
representations of men dressed in basic armor, with
weapons, boots and protective headgear. Haniwa
have been found carefully placed around the tombs
of the early emperors. They symbolized the hopes of
those left behind that pottery samurai could keep evil
forces from harming the man who had stood at the
pinnacle of power in Japan at his death, just as his
human counterparts had guarded him in life.

One reason for the rise of samurai power lay
in the person of the emperor, who was seen as having
kami, a godlike spirit or holiness. The emperor was
worshipped as a repository for this spirit. Because he
had this special, inherent quality, it was not suitable
for the emperor to act as certain European kings did,
leading armies, smiting enemies with his sword and
sometimes die in battle. Instead, a portion of the
country’s good fortune depended on the emperor
performing spiritual duties and rituals while staying
aloof from the day-to-day pressures and activities
required of a hands-on-ruler. While the emperor’s
value was primarily religious, the shogunate (samurai
government) that eventually evolved was very much
concerned with politics and with ruling the country.

Records from the 5th century describe a
period of increasingly powerful emperors, but they
too depended on their hereditary palace guards for
protection. It seems that from the very beginning, the
samurai were as much a part of Japan as the emperor
himself. Each depended wholly on what the other
provided. And the country depended on them both.

* Carol Marleigh Kline is a freelance writer in
Washington, D.C. who lived in Japan for 11
years. In the next issue she will write about
“The Classic Samurai.” 
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lassical music has crossed all borders and
boundaries and convinced people all over the
world of the greatness of its quality. And is a
unique music in the history of mankind says
conductor Chung Myung-Whun, who has

conducted the world’s most prestigious orchestras,
including the Berlin Philharmonic, the Vienna
Philharmonic, and the Opera Bastille in Paris. He is
currently principal conductor of the Santa Cecilia
National Academy Orchestra in Rome, musical
director of the Radio France Philharmonic Orchestra,
music director and principal conductor of the Asia
Philharmonic Orchestra, and special artistic advisor of
the Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra.

“It’s the only music that I know of that has this
continuous development over a thousand years...And
so it has proven itself through the test of time that it is
the greatest music that mankind has been able to
develop.” In Chung Myung-Whun’s mind, classical
music is world music, a rich heritage that has grown
far beyond its European roots to be shared and enjoyed
by all. Internationally acclaimed as a maestro of our
times, having lived in Europe and America for roughly
20 years each, the South-Korean-born conductor is a
true global citizen who feels no cultural inhibitions in
performing classical music. “I think music knows no
national boundaries. Musical ability and musical talent
are definitely not linked to whether you are Korean,
Japanese, or Chinese, or French or American. It’s a
language of feeling, of spirit, and no one can convince
me that a Korean has a different spirit than a Japanese
or Chinese or American. We have different customs,
and we have developed different ways of living. But
basic human nature and human qualities - I don’t
believe these you can differentiate by people.”

In today’s world, where ethnic, cultural, and
religious identities clash with the tide of globalism,
perhaps what distinguishes Chung the most as a true
maestro is his positive belief in the common human
spirit that defies intolerance and prejudice. “I have not
ever had a human problem,” he says. “If you get to
know somebody, then you understand that there is no
difference. But unfortunately, there are a very limited
number of things that we have at our disposal to be
able to communicate freely, and that is the value of
music. Music is one of the fundamental ways in which
we can communicate with each other, bypassing to a
great extent these political and cultural and national
boundaries.”

CLASSICAL MUSIC AS
CULTURAL BRIDGE

C

“SPIRITED AWAY” WINS
GOLDEN BEAR AWARD

Director Hayao Miyazaki’s Sen to Chiro no
Kamikakushi (Spirited Away) animated film about
a young girl’s adventures in a land of goblins and
gods, shared the No.1 spot in winning the Golden
Bear Award at the Berlin Film Festival in mid-
February. Miyasaki’s animated adventure broke
box office records in Japan, where 21 million
people saw it and enthralled audiences on its
international debut in Berlin. Twenty-three
movies competed for honors at the prestigious 12-
day festival. The other half of the award went to
“Bloody Sunday,” a film about Northern Ireland.  

Chung recalls experiencing this special power
himself, when some of Asia’s finest musicians gathered
to rehearse for the first time as members of the Asia
Philharmonic Orchestra. “It was like magic. All of a
sudden, Koreans, Japanese, Chinese [and others] were
all friends through music. So music has the quality to
transcend boundaries to bring people closer together.”

Asia, which has been relatively late in
embracing classical music, is one region where Chung
sees much creative energy at work. “When I started in
Korea, classical music was not that well known. Now in
Asia, interest has increased a hundredfold, a thousand
fold…Asia could play a leading role in this, simply
because of the amount of interest and the amount of
talent I see,” he says.

Chung says living in different countries has
given him a better perspective: “I believe that I have a
more open-minded view of the world community,” and
that he is not intimidated by such negative
developments as the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. “My
relationship with the Japanese people is a very
open...because I came after the generation who had had
direct confrontation as a result of political decisions.
I’ve no such problems.” Thus the maestro encourages
the young and the old to seek wider horizons and to
share in the good things the world has to offer. “Young
people should continue to be independent and free
sometimes, and rebel if necessary - but in a good,
positive way, to promote more open relationships with
other countries - and not be afraid to adopt other
customs... So in a way, many times I find that the older
people can learn from the young people.” 


